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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This paper in the first section makes the case that today’s exceptionally low long-term
nominal interest rates in the euro area are the outcome of three distinct sovereign bond
market circumstances. First the ECB’s highly accommodative monetary policies, particularly
the public sector purchase program (PSPP), which together with today’s ultra-low short-term
policy rates, ECB forward guidance on policy rates, and 4year central bank liquidity to banks
at rates potentially as low as the -40bp deposit rate, have put significant downward pressure
on long-term sovereign bond yields. Secondly, several deep-rooted structural risk factors in
the euro area (and indeed global) economy induce market participants to accept today’s
extremely low nominal returns. These include Europe’s current demographic tipping point,
raising doubts about the region’s long-term growth potential; today’s extraordinary degree
of political risk, potentially undermining the electoral dominance of the traditional governing
centrist parties in Europe; and the evident lack of additional macro-economic fiscal and
monetary stimulus with which to in a timely and containing manner withstand the next
cyclical economic downturn. And thirdly the continuing unwillingness of governments in the
euro area to respond to the strong bond market price signal through increased net bond
issuance, helping to keep bonds scarce, expensive and low yielding.

The paper illustrates how, when shifting the focus from nominal to real long-term yields in
the euro area, today’s situation comes at the end of a long period of declining real long-term
rates. And that in real terms, market investors have been willing to accept significantly
negative real yields in the core euro area for a number of years, making today’s situation in
real yield terms a historically recurring event.

The paper in its second section argues that today’s exceptionally low nominal long-term bond
yields will constrain future ECB options for additional monetary stimulus, and that recent
years’ “non-standard monetary policy instruments” will in the future be required tools for the
ECB to counter even normal cyclical downturns. Monetary policy in the euro area will be more
complex in the future and will not, as early in the euro era, be able to be conducted almost
exclusively through varying the ECB short-term policy rates. The paper proceeds to argue a
relatively limited impact of ultra-low nominal long-term bond yields on the euro area banking
sector stability, though an extension of today’s low yields will put pressure on bank business
models relying exclusively on net interest rate margin income from maturity transformation
of deposits. Today’s low long-term yields are seen as generally supporting consumption in
the euro area by redistributing resources from low-consuming savers to higher consuming
borrowing groups in the economy. Current bond market long-term prices and yields should
moreover be expected to cause trouble for some insurance and life insurance businesses
focusing long-duration guaranteed return products. And lastly, the degree of
internationalization and cross-border linkages of national financial systems are crucial
determinants of how today’s low long-term yields are transferred to the real economy in
individual euro area members. Savers in euro area members with relatively isolated national
financial systems and correspondingly fewer options to shift their savings into alternative
non-domestic investments will suffer more financially from today’s low long-term yields and
will as a result be more prone to mobilize politically against especially the current ECB
monetary policy.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent quarters, nominal euro area sovereign bond yields have declined to unprecedented
low levels. In most euro area members, nominal rates are now negative for at least shorter
maturities, including in previous crisis economies such as Ireland, Spain and Portugal, while
for German bonds nominal sub-zero yields now extend to the benchmark 10y maturity1.
Figure 1 illustrates the situation in late August 2016 for relevant euro area members and
select non-euro area countries.

Figure 1 shows how the present-day German bond market situation, despite its headline
grapping negative nominal 10y bond, is not really that different from a number other euro
area members, whose negative yields begin at only marginally shorter 8y and 9y maturities.
Negative nominal bond yields moreover are not confined to the euro area, but are today
found also in Sweden, Denmark, Japan and (in particular) Switzerland.

Negative nominal short term yields to a large extent reflect the impact of ECB monetary
policy decisions, while their extension into also longer maturities stem from a combination of
central bank actions, sovereign bond market participant (e.g. buyers) behaviour, and euro
area government (e.g. sellers) policies.

This paper will in section 2 analyse these three main factors for today’s low nominal yields in
the euro area, in section 3 evaluate the implications hereof for financial stability and future
ECB policy freedom, before drawing conclusions at the end.

1 Yield curve data for all euro area members accessed at http://www.investing.com/rates-bonds/ on August 26th

2016.
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2. THE CAUSES OF TODAY’S RECORD LOW EURO AREA
BOND YIELDS

2.1. ECB Monetary Policy
The ECB as the euro area central bank controls the short-term policy interest rate in the
common currency area, and as such is directly responsible for today’s ultra-low cash and
very short-term interest rates in the euro area. In response to persistently low euro area
headline inflation levels and subdued economic growth, the ECB has however introduced four
policies, which in combination have direct implications for also longer-term bond yields in the
euro area.

First, all ECB short-term policy rates are now at all-time lows. Since June 2014, the ECB has
operated with a negative deposit rate, hereby charging banks for any overnight deposits they
make with the central bank. Today, the ECB’s deposit rate is set at -40bp. The ECB’s main
refinancing rate, at which it provides the majority of liquidity to the euro area banking
system, is at zero2 and the marginal lending facility at which banks can access emergency
liquidity is at 25bp. This set of policies independently dictate that euro area over-night and
other very short-term interest rates on cash-like instruments (typically up to 3-6months
maturities) will be very close to zero.

It important to recognize that the ECB’s so-called “negative interest rate policy” concerns
only the central bank’s deposit rate, or in other words the cash that euro area banks hold,
but for various reasons choose not to lend out or store in other ways than with the ECB. The
ECB’s regular liquidity provision to banks remain free to banks, and negative ECB policy
interest rates in the euro area hence concern only a very small part of overall ECB monetary
support for banks, and do not directly affect an interest rate faced by non-bank actors.

Secondly, the ECB in June 2016 conducted its first of four so-called targeted long-term
refinancing operations (TLTRO-II), allowing euro area banks once again access to unlimited
long-term 4y liquidity at no more than the main refinancing rate (e.g. zero) and, provided
the bank in question increase its lending to the real economy, possibly at rates as low as the
-40bp ECB deposit rate level. If euro area banks in other words lend more to euro area
businesses and consumers, the ECB will pay them a negative interest rate on the cash with
which to do so. The TLTRO-IIs are designed to allow euro area banks to lower their cost of
liquidity further, and the first June 24th auction saw 514 euro area banks take €399bn in new
(at least) no cost liquidity, while repaying only €368bn of earlier more expensive 4y TLTRO-
I liquidity3, indicating a €31bn net increase in (cheaper) long-term liquidity provision to euro
area banks. The fact that euro area banks hence have as 4y liquidity (early repayment after
2y is an option, but potentially only repayable by banks from 2020 onwards) available to
them as they want at between 0 and -40bp suggests a very, very flat yield curve in the euro
area for the duration of TLTRO-IIs.

Thirdly, the ECB has since July 2013 engaged in an explicit forward guidance regarding the
future path of interest rates by communicating how it “expects the key ECB interest rates to
remain at present or lower levels for an extended period of time”4. By signalling to financial
markets that short-term policy rates will remain at current record low levels well into the

2 The minimum reserves (MMR) liquid deposits euro area banks are obliged to keep with the ECB are similarly
remunerated at zero at the moment.

3 TLTRO-I liquidity was offered from September 2014 at the main refinancing rate of 5bp, plus a spread of 10bp,
indicating that euro area banks save up to 15bp from an early rolling of their long-term loans (otherwise only
due in September 2018) from the ECB into the TLTRO-II program.

4 See ECB (2013) for a detailed description.
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future, expectations and financial market arbitrage5 will work to push the shorter end of the
yield curve downwards for at least as long as the central bank’s guidance is deemed credible.
In the case of the euro area, where today’s prolonged period of low inflation and subdued
economic growth is projected to last several years into the future, the ECB’s current forward
guidance is viewed as credible for at least 3-4y into the future with financial markets pricing
the ECB’s first increase in its policy rate only well into 2019.

Fourthly, the ECB has since October 2014 been engaged in several open-ended asset
purchase programs, including beginning in March 2015 the by far largest program, the Public
Sector Purchase Programme (PSPP) of euro area sovereign bonds6. To date (end-July 2016),
the ECB has under the PSPP program purchased a total of €954bn worth of euro area
sovereign and supra-national bonds with an average maturity of 8.3y. Currently, ECB
purchases of member states’ sovereign (and agency) bonds are weighted according to the
ECB capital key (e.g. member state GDP), while supranational bonds are intended to account
for 10 percent of total purchases. Figure 2 shows the distribution of PSPP purchases by the
ECB at the end of July 2016.

Given how total euro area consolidated gross debt (excluding Greece) when the PSPP
program began in 2015 was €9.4tr, of which about €8.3tr is issued in debt between the 2 and
30 years maturities eligible for PSPP purchases, ECB buying of to date roughly €845bn of
member state debt, means that the ECB today owns about 10 percent of such PSPP-eligible

5 When expectations are firm that short-term interest rates will not change in the near future, the price today of
continuously rolling over short-term liquidity (say 1month credit every month for 12 months into the future) will
not deviate much from today’s price of a single credit instrument of the same total maturity (here a 1y bond).

6 The four current ECB asset purchase programs are the Asset-Backed Securities Program, the Covered Bond
Purchase Program 3, the Corporate Sector Purchase Program and Public Sector Purchase Program.
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member state debt7. Purchases of that magnitude will invariably have put significant
downward pressure on euro area member states’ entire yield curve. And while it is near
impossible to disentangle the individual effects of one specific ECB policy measure on euro
area bond prices, it seems safe to assume that the PSPP has caused the by far largest single
downward shift in the yield curve. This conclusion is strengthened by the witnessed similar
dramatic decline in euro area corporate bond yields (including the first 2-3y maturity
issuances with a negative yield by non-government owned firms), following the first outright
ECB corporate bond purchases in June 2016. As such, the PSPP asset purchases have proven
a very effective way in which to ease monetary policy in the euro area.

As the ECB’s GDP-weighted purchase scheme operates without explicit consideration of the
availability of member state general government debt for purchase8, the significant
differences in euro area members’ current levels of outstanding eligible debt invariably
produce different market impacts of PSPP purchases in individual countries. A far higher
percent of eligible Slovakian debt (almost 20 percent of outstanding amounts) has for
instance to date been purchased by the ECB than for the euro area as a whole, resulting (see
figure 1) in its government yield curve being deeply negative, despite the country’s relatively
lower wealth levels than core founding members of the euro area.

All told, it is beyond doubt that ECB policies, and in particular the PSPP program in recent
years have been instrumental in lowering euro area long-term government bond rates to
current historically low nominal levels9. ECB non-standard actions have consequently been
successful in providing powerful monetary stimulus, even after the standard short-term policy
interest rates reached the zero-bound.

2.2. Sovereign Bond Market Participant (Buyers’) Action
Even as ECB policies have been the most powerful agent of recent downward pressure on
euro area sovereign bond yields, long-term bond prices remain set in a market not wholly
controlled by the ECB and therefore affected by other supply and demand factors. Even as
the ECB has been by far the largest recent purchaser of euro area sovereign bonds, private
and other bond market investors continue to hold the vast majority (about 90 percent) of
euro area general government debt. Traditional private sovereign bond buyers will, as a
direct result of ECB policies, have enjoyed a potentially sizable one-off capital gain on their
existing sovereign bond holdings (and indeed given the anchoring role of the sovereign risk
free rate on large parts of any euro denominated fixed-income asset portfolio). Particularly
for banks and other asset managers, which in the longer-term faces potentially significant
negative effects from the very flat yield in the euro area today, this short-term profit gain
offers at least some temporary financial respite.

When it comes to euro area long-term bonds, it is similarly important to avoid money illusion
(e.g. valuing assets in nominal and not real terms). Nominal long-term euro area bond yields
have indeed dropped to unprecedentedly low and frequently negative levels in recent months,
but that has in real terms been largely offset by declines in euro area inflation levels. Euro
area real longer-term sovereign bond yields are hence today very low, but not at historically

7 In comparison, the Federal Reserve today owns about $2.5tr of U.S. federal government debt, or about 13 percent
of the $18.8tr total. See https://www.nationalpriorities.org/campaigns/us-federal-debt-who/

8 The ECB’s identification of eligible agencies located in individual euro area member states does to a certain extent
offer the ECB the ability to increase the amount of member state assets available for purchase. The ECB expansion
of the PSPP to also include eligible (e.g. investment grade rated yielding above -40bp) local government debt in
the PSPP in December 2015 similarly made a substantial additional pool of public sector assets available for
purchase. This is particular the case in the federal country of Germany, where almost 40 percent of potentially
eligible longer-maturity (at least 2y) general government debt is issued by state and local governments.

9 This is also the conclusion of the ECB’s own recent research of the topic in ECB (2016).
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exceptionally low levels either in the aggregate or individual member state level. This is
illustrated in figure 3.

Figure 3 shows the long-term decline in real long-term sovereign rates in the euro area in
the late 1990s and early 2000s, how real rates increased dramatically with the collapse of
inflation during the global financial crisis, came down quickly, were steady from 2010 to 2014
and then began to drop again. Yet, the euro area average real 10y rate today is not lower
than it was briefly in 2005 and 2008. Figure 3 moreover illustrates how since 2010, core euro
area economies have on-off had negative real long-term bond rates, while crisis economies
like Spain and Italy faced dramatically higher real rates. In real terms, the situation facing
long-term bond investors in the euro area core today is hence not materially different than
what it has been for the last five years. When looking at real returns, it was hence the
voluntary choice of private investors to pile into safe haven core euro area long-term bonds,
much more than subsequent monetary policy that drove yields downwards. The ECB’s policy
actions to stabilize the euro area, especially after mid-2012, indeed helped offset market
driven declines in 2010-11 and increase core long-term real yields, as well as reduce them
in the periphery.

The fluctuations of real long-term yields in the euro area highlights how bond investors in
the euro area core have for a long time been willing to accept negative returns after inflation.
On the face it, this seems a strange choice for fixed income investors, which even as many
in times of crisis will prioritize stable and safe returns and capital preservation should go to
great lengths to avoid certain asset value destruction (in both real and certainly nominal
terms). Part of the explanation for this tolerance likely lies in regulatory restrictions on the
asset allocation of many bond market investors, as they may be compelled to allocate
investments in only certainly highly liquid and highly rated asset classes, including sovereign
bonds. However, particularly inside a common currency area, where as figure 3 highlights
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real long-term bond returns diverged dramatically after 2010, once the ECB (and euro area
political leaders) in 2012 acted to guarantee the integrity of the euro and remove
redenomination risk and make “Greece a unique case” of credit risk, regulatory restrictions
are unlikely to be the whole story. A significant and continuing in the face of negative
domestic returns home bias among many core euro area long-term bond investors appears
also to play a role. Such home bias can to a degree be justified on the basis of for instance
such investors’ greater understanding of domestic economic and political circumstances,
requiring a risk/return premium to invest elsewhere even when inside the euro area. The
scale of the still present real 10y sovereign bond return premium – in figure 3 shown to be
150-200bp between Spain/Italy and core euro area members – inside the euro area does not
appear justified by such considerations. Instead it suggests a lingering doubt about the long-
term stability of the euro among many long-term bond investors. To the extent that such
fears remain among long-term bond investors, so too will they remain willing to accept
negative real (and nominal) returns.

Generally elevated uncertainty and risk aversion among long-term euro area bond investors
and a resulting broad willingness to accept very low and even negative returns if only they
are perceived as being safe may also be related to several other big and unprecedented risk
developments in the euro area and global economy. Demographic risk is real now, as the
euro area in 2010 entered a historically unprecedented long-term decline in the working age
population, raising concerns about the long-term productive capacity of the economy.
Political risk is rising rapidly with populism surging across the euro area (and elsewhere in
Europe and the United States), sparking concerns that the traditional pro-market and pro-
European political centre may not hold much longer. Macro-economic crisis management risk
is probably similarly at an all-time high in the euro area with additional fiscal and monetary
policy stimulus options in the face of a sudden unexpected downturn very limited with public
debts already high and interest rates already very low. Future minor cyclical downturns in
the euro area risk therefore not to be adequately countered by macroeconomic policy,
aggravating their effect and making the euro area more economically volatile in the future.

2.3. Euro Area Government (Sellers’) Policies
Markets require both buyers and sellers to regulate supply and demand and set prices, just
as their proper function dictates that both respond in a self-interested and rational manner.
As sovereign bond prices rise to historical heights (the implication of historically low yields),
buyers should step back a little, while sellers rush new offerings to the market. Bond buyers’
lack of price sensitivity was discussed in the previous section, but is it equally clear that euro
area government sellers of sovereign debts have been very slow to respond to the higher
prices of their debts. Existing debt have been rolled over into cheaper rates and/or longer
maturities, but in defiance of the clear market price signal there has been no acceleration in
new net long-term debt issuance in the euro area, since nominal yields began to fall into
even negative territory. This is illustrated in figure 4.
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As average euro area long-term yields have dropped dramatically since 2012, there is no
discernible acceleration in net euro area long-term sovereign debt issuance. Euro area
governments have hence been complicit in maintaining relative scarcity of long-term bonds,
facilitating the drift towards lower yields. The reasons for this euro area government
behaviour are complex and beyond the scope of this paper, except to note that the recent
decline in long-term yields have already provided euro area governments with substantial
additional fiscal space, relative to “normal interest rate periods”. This is shown for select euro
area members in figure 5.
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Failure by euro area governments to timely and productively re-invest these sizable fiscal
interest savings in the real economy at once compounds the dismissal of long-term bond
markets’ stimulative price signals and helps explain why governments do not feel the need
to issue new net long-term debt.

Viewed in isolation long-term bond market price signals evidently point towards a more
expansionary fiscal policy in the euro area. Failure by euro area governments to utilize
historically low financing costs to make investments in the improvement of the euro area
productive capacity – especially at a time when private investors are clearly hesitant to
commit long-term capital to the real economy – hence appears a lost opportunity to boost
both short- and long-term growth prospects. Ultimately, at a time of low confidence, if
governments themselves aren’t willing to commit resources to more investments, what will
compel private investors to do so?
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3. IMPLICATIONS OF TODAY’S ULTRA LOW EURO AREA
LONG TERM BOND YIELDS

3.1. Implications for Future ECB Monetary Policy
ECB policies over the last several years have, as described in section 2, been extraordinarily
effective in lowering euro area long-term bond yields, as well as facilitate the gradual return
to credit expansion for the euro area non-financial sector10. This has provided a powerful
monetary policy stimulus to the euro area economy. At the same time, euro area HICP
inflation has since early 2013 remained substantially below the ECB’s close-to-but-below-
2%-over-the-medium-term target, implying that the central bank should move even more
aggressively to expeditiously push inflation back to this desired level. Yet, today’s
exceptionally level of long-term bond yields in the euro area makes it clear that available
sovereign bonds for purchase are already scarce. Hence, it will simply not be feasible for the
ECB to dramatically increase the pace of its bond purchases without fomenting acute
shortages and accompanying price bubbles in the euro area bond markets.

Recalling further how 1) ECB policy rates are already at levels so low that dropping them
much further could lead to widespread cash hoarding in the euro area; 2) euro area banks
have access to exceptional levels of ultra-cheap ECB liquidity to support lending to the real
euro area economy; and 3) no other euro area asset financial markets exists which could
provide the ECB with low-risk assets to purchase at a scale to materially supplant sovereign
bond purchases, the conclusion becomes that the ECB’s ability to materially expand monetary
stimulus is greatly constrained by current levels of sovereign bond yields.

Only in truly exceptional and hypothetical new crisis circumstances could the central bank to
provide additional stimulus potentially contemplate purchasing large quantities of riskier
assets such as for instance euro area equities, or provide direct cash injections into the real
economy (e.g. so-called helicopter money). Current exceptionally low euro area bond yields
hence de facto dictate that the ECB’s monetary policy going forward be predominantly a
question about whether and if so how to maintain current levels of stimulus.

Current exceptionally low long-term bond yields further highlight the risk that a
“normalization” of monetary policies, e.g. stopping asset purchases, completing the sale of
such assets back to private market participants, scaling back liquidity provision for banks,
and raising policy rates back towards average historical levels, will not be feasible for the
ECB in time ahead of a future cyclical downturn in the euro area economy. As a result, such
a future cyclical downturn could perhaps only be countered by less than optimal ECB
monetary stimulus, and as a result become more economically damaging for the euro area
economy. Private investors and businesses may respond to such risks of a more volatile euro
area economy in the future by scaling back investments and other risk taking today.

A related issue for future euro area monetary policy is that the level of short-term ECB policy
rates at the start of a future cyclical downturn may be so low that monetary policy makers
will have no choice but to adopt the same so-called non-standard monetary policy measures
as witnessed since 2010 in the euro area, including for instance restarting asset purchases.
This would make such hitherto “non-standard” and exceptional monetary policy measures
natural recurring stimulative policy actions by the ECB similar to cutting short-term policy
rates.

The exceptionally low level of euro area sovereign bond yields today hence indicate that it
may well become much more complex to be a euro area central banker in the future and that
the ECB will continue in the future to need a bigger toolkit than what euro area publics and
financial markets have been used to until today.

10 See ECB (2016b).
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3.2. Implications for Euro Area Banking Sector Stability
Today’s exceptionally low euro area long-term interest rate levels are often linked directly to
the ongoing (and in parts of the euro area accelerating) financial pressures on the euro area
banking system. It is, however, important to keep in mind that the euro area banking sector
currently faces a host of separate, though often mutually reinforcing challenges to its financial
situation. Its dominant financial intermediary position in the euro area is under threat from
both capital markets (where the sector’s own supervisor and the European Commission as
part of the Capital Markets Union have repeatedly suggested that they would like to see a
larger role played by capital markets in euro area credit creation) and increasingly new fin-
tech upstart companies offering for instance internet-based crowd funding, peer-to-peer
lending and block-chain technologies. Global and euro area specific post-crisis financial
regulatory tightening has materially increased capital requirements and compliance costs and
are not yet today – eight years after the collapse of Lehman Brothers – completed, continuing
to cloud the sector outlook. And in several euro area members, noticeably Italy, post-crisis
banking sector clean-ups of non-performing loan portfolios have not yet been completed due
to a combination of national governments’ political unwillingness to address the issue and
often extremely cumbersome domestic judicial procedures for creditors to reclaim distressed
assets and restructure and resell them. It is in other words erroneous to attribute the euro
area banking system’s current travails overwhelmingly to the abnormal long-term interest
rate environment. The muted direct impact on euro area bank profitability from low long-
term interest rates can also be seen in the stable share of net interest income (at about 60
percent 11) in euro area banks’ total income in recent years, suggesting that net interest
margins, e.g. the difference between banks’ borrowing and lending rates, have not (yet at
least) been materially compressed to undermine banks’ earnings power.

At the same time, however, it seems clear that those euro area banks which overwhelmingly
rely on a simple business model of taking on-demand short-term deposits from the public
and transforming them into longer maturity loans to the regional non-financial sector will
over time face significant complications if current exceptionally long-term yields remain in
place for a long time. The extremely flat yield curve in most euro area members, and
particularly the fact that sizable parts of it may be outright nominally negative, significantly
reduce the ability of such banks to earn a “normal size” net interest margin from the maturity
transformation of money from short-term deposits to longer-term loans they perform.

This is noticeably the case, as deposit-taking banks are highly unlikely to ever be able to levy
depositors of almost any size outright nominally negative deposit rates. The competitive
threat of customers’ simply taking their money elsewhere and to a financially stronger bank
without the need to charge depositors will simply be too big. This business logic holds most
true for smaller (insured) depositors, but will also constrain banks’ ability to charge larger
corporate clients for holding cash. Banks may instead rely on various fee-based income to
earn a profit on standard deposit taking, hence de facto charging customers a stealthy “net
all included” negative nominal deposit rate. Yet such business practices are unlikely to enable
narrow deposit taking euro area banks to fully recoup losses from a sustained lower net
interest margin.

The euro area’s current exceptionally low long-term bond yields therefore do not present an
independent material threat to banking sector stability today, but if current low yields are
sustained for the long-term a threat to some standard simple euro area bank business models
may materialize.

3.3 Implications for the Broader Euro Area Savings Environment
Lower interest rates at any maturity by definition redistributes resources from savers (who
earn less) to borrowers (who pay less), a process obviously greatly amplified by the current
situation in many euro area long-term bond markets (Figure 1) where outright negative
nominal yields reverse the normal direction of interest payments to go from savers to

11 See ECB (2016c).
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borrowers. Transferring resources from savers to borrowers by cutting short-term interest
rates is a standard central bank counter-cyclical policy outcome from cutting short-term
interest rates to help restore investment levels and businesses’ “animal spirits”. By shifting
resources towards borrowers (typically poorer or younger people or growth firms), low or
even negative nominal long-term yields in the euro area will generally, despite the adverse
effect on savers’ returns, support aggregate consumption due to borrows’ higher
consumption share of their income. Today’s exceptionally low long-term yields in the euro
area is hence stimulative for the overall economy. Declines in the long-term yields of euro
area risk free sovereign bonds, e.g. a savings vehicle preferred by very risk-averse savers,
however, runs the risk of changing the savings behavior of this group into so-called “target
saving”12. This will reduce their consumption and depress overall economic growth, potentially
cancelling out any boost to consumption from society’s borrowers. To date, however, in the
euro area with private consumption rising steadily in recent years, there is no evidence of
widespread target-saving behavior.

The historical evidence from Japan’s prolonged experience with very low real and nominal
interest rates further flags a danger for some parts of the euro area asset management
sector. Business models that rely on large sovereign bond portfolios and promise customers
guaranteed rates of returns long into the future, found in for instance parts of the insurance
and life insurance sectors, are likely to face substantial difficulties from a prolonged period
of long-term bond yields at today’s level.

Lastly, it is clear that the international linkages and diversity of individual euro area members’
financial systems play a significant role in determining how the impact of today’s
exceptionally low long-term yields are felt. The wider the range of alternative long-term
savings options available to savers and the greater their choices to seamlessly move their
savings across borders, the more likely they will be to escape at least some of the direct
negative effects of the current market situation. Financial systems on the other hand
dominated by typically smaller mono-line domestically focused deposit-taking banks are
likely to offer customers less alternative savings vehicles to sovereign bonds and sovereign-
linked products. This risks causing resentment among local customers, who may feel
“trapped” in low or negatively yielding long-term savings instruments. This again, as a
consequence of such a particular character of national financial sector system, may foment
political pressure on particularly the ECB to change its monetary policies.

12 Here a saver will save enough of his or her disposable income to reach a certain target level of savings,
irrespective of the rate of return on savings and as a result increase his or savings rate in response to low (and
particularly negative) interest rates.
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CONCLUSION
This paper first argues that today’s exceptionally low long-term nominal interest rates in the
euro area are the outcome of a combination of the ECB’s highly accommodative monetary
policies, particularly the public sector purchase program (PSPP), structural risk factors
inducing market participants to accept safe but low returns, and the lack of a strong market
price response from sovereign borrowers, who continue to restrain the supply of bonds. It is
highlighted how, when shifting from nominal to real long-term yields in the euro area, today’s
situation comes at the end of a long period of declining real long-term rates in the euro area.
And that in real terms, market investors have been willing to accept significantly negative
real yields in the core euro area for a number of years, meaning that today’s situation in real
yield terms is not historically unique.

Secondly, this paper argues that today’s exceptionally low nominal long-term bond yields will
significantly constrain future ECB options for additional monetary stimulus, and that recent
years’ “non-standard monetary policy instruments” will in the future be required tools for the
ECB to counter even normal cyclical downturns. Limited implications for the euro area
banking sector stability is foreseen, though an extension of today’s low yields will put
pressure on bank business models relying mostly on net interest rate margin income from
maturity transformation of deposits. Today’s low long-term yields are seen as generally
supporting consumption in the euro area, but could cause trouble for some insurance and life
insurance businesses, while internationalization and sophistication of national financial
systems are crucial determinants of how today’s low long-term yields are transferred to the
real economy in individual euro area members.
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